This article looks to the manifestation of the personal wardrobe in digital fashion media. it focuses upon the example of British Vogue's YouTube series 'inside the Wardrobe' and episodes that feature, firstly Vogue fashion edi tor Sarah harris and Vogue Contributing editor and freelance Stylist Bay garnett, and, secondly, acclaimed fashion blogger Susie lau aka Susie Bubble of StyleBubble.com. in doing so it addresses ways in which fashion is an 'auto biographical act' and explores how such acts participate in the production and consumption of life narratives, and in particular the narrative of a 'fashionable life'. The article argues that fashion, in this sense, is a narrative tool employed in the fashioning of oneself and that this is strategically utilised, both consciously and subconsciously, in the field of fashion. Thus, when employed as strategic narrative tools the autobiographical acts that can fashion a self constitute the particular autobiographical form, or autobiography, that is the 'fashionable life'. in doing so this article demonstrates the contribution that the study of fashion makes to a wider understanding and knowledge of selfidentity, life nar rative, autobiographical acts and autobiography in digital mediums and media.
within contemporary culture and society (Mcneill and Zuern 2015) . Much work to date has focused on various social networking platforms, such as facebook, Twitter, instagram, and pinterest. These, as Madeleine Sorapure points out, 'provide a range of venues, genres, mediums, and communities in which to perform acts of selfrepresentation', and there fore the 'often personal diaristic, selfexpressive' elements and functions of Web 2.0 are forms of '"everyday autobiography" ' (267-268) .
The commercialization of the internet in the early 1990s and its subsequent Web 2.0 format (Marwick) has also irrevocably altered the field of fashion, particularly in relation to fashion media and the blogo sphere, which have witnessed a proliferation of fashion and lifestyle blogs (Mora and rocamora) . Their focus on fashion, lifestyle and selfidentity has spread across social media platforms such as Twitter, instagram, Whatsapp and Snapchat. The personal wardrobe has taken centre stage in a majority of these blogs, which 'can be classified as "personal fashion blogs" or "personal style blogs"' (Titton 214) .
This article takes up this recent focus on the personal wardrobe in dig ital media, and in particular that of the 'fashionable' and 'stylish' ward robe as manifested by professionals from the field of fashion. it focuses on the example of British Vogue's YouTube series 'inside the Wardrobe' (here after referred to as iTW) 1 and examines online videos that feature, firstly, Vogue fashion editor Sarah harris and Vogue contributing editor and free lance stylist Bay garnett, (British Vogue 2014) and, secondly, acclaimed fashion blogger Susie lau, a.k.a. Susie Bubble of StyleBubble.com (British Vogue 2016) . at the time of research the Vogue YouTube channel hosts 12 videos within the series, starting in 2014. They feature a range of female fashion professionals and elites such as Vogue editors, fashion mod els, creative directors and fashion bloggers (British Vogue 2017). These videos are highly mediated as part of the production and consumption of a highend glossy fashion magazine and they form part of the wider conglomerate that is the global publishing giant Condé nast. forms of advertising that encourage the consumption of fashion within a capitalist societal framework, these videos also present fashion as a form of 'auto biographical act' (Smith and Watson 2010) , and propagate the ideal of a 'fashionable life'.
Drawing upon discussions and debates that have emerged from the study of the wardrobe, fashion media, digital culture and auto/biography, i examine fashion in terms of autobiographical acts that are employed as a 'narrative tool' in the 'fashioning of life' into an autobiographical form, spe cifically that of the 'fashionable life' (McDowell 2017, 415; . fashion as process, practice and performance of self and identity consti tutes numerous autobiographical acts in the ongoing fashioning of oneself (armstrong and McDowell) . Strategically utilised as a narrative tool, these autobiographical acts produce life narratives which in turn participate in the production of exchangeable forms of 'capital' operating in this field (Bourdieu 1993; entwistle and rocamora; rocamora 2002) . furthermore, fashion, in the auto/biographical sense, works to define 'fashionable life' as a narrative of value that reinforces the dynamics, values, beliefs and economy of fashion for its producers, mediators and consumers.
Drawing upon arnaud Schmitt's discussion of the nuances between what are understood to be everyday autobiographical practices or auto biographical acts and then autobiographical form and autobiographies, particularly in the realms of digital media, the present article points to how the personal wardrobe in digital space and its mediation by fash ion media such as the iTW YouTube series is a particular 'autobiographi cal object' (Schmitt 477) . Whilst fashion and the fashioning of oneself occurs in daily and everyday life, and these can be seen as a series of 'autobiographical acts', employing Schmitt's framework i point to how narratives of a 'fashionable life', mediated on digital platforms such as British Vogue's iTW series, are an autobiographical form and have been 'authored, systematised, and […] is perceived as such' (Schmitt 2018: 483) . in doing so this article proposes that fashion as both a concept and a cultural field participates in the production of the particular autobio graphical form that is the 'fashionable life'.
WarDroBeS anD faShion auToBiographieS
What exactly, is a 'wardrobe' and why is it relevant to discussions of both fashion and auto/biography? Jo Turney defines the wardrobe as: both physical and imagined. in its most basic form, it is a box, a cupboard in which we store our clothes. But 'wardrobe' is also a term that we use to discuss the clothes we wear, i.e. 'i will add that to my wardrobe', as well as proposing an ideal, with terms such as 'capsule wardrobe' […] the ward robe is the praxis at which the ordinary self can transform through sartorial exercise […] .
The study of the wardrobe has often taken an interdisciplinary approach that emphasises what occurs between the material 'life' of clothing and the auto/biographical 'life' of its wearer. in this way the wardrobe can provide a particular and poignant space in which clothing materializes both biography and memory (Woodward) . The processual practices that take place in the spatial organisation of these very objects-both clothing and wardrobe-can also work to coconstruct a coherent subjectivity and identity (Cwerner; see also Skjold 2016; Woodward) . Therefore the ways that people interact with their clothes in the spatial frame of their ward robes are, arguably, 'autobiographical acts' (Smith and Watson 2010) , productive in the formation of life narratives.
2 erving goffman's concept of 'identity Kits', which the individual needs 'for the management of his personal front ' (goffman [1961 ] 1995 Cwerner) is relevant to the discussion of wardrobes, clothes and other stored items of adornment. 3 The identity kit is usually kept within what goffman calls a 'secure place' or private space, such as the bedroom. This 'identity kit' and its place form part of what goffman identifies as regions of behaviour. it is a 'back region' where one prepares for one's social performance of self, a performance that takes place across 'front regions' outside of this space (goffman [1959] 1969, 109-140) . for most people the wardrobe is a space of storage and privacy, a 'kind of cloth ing library', which, as Saulo B. Cwerner suggests, 'provides the elements for numerous permutations away from the expecting eyes of the public' (Cwerner 89; Cwerner and Metcalfe) . Yet our understanding of what else Skjold has called a 'biographical wardrobe' (Skjold 2016, 136) changes when these elements take place as part of a front region performance, specifically in the public realm of mass media. fashion media has long been a product of modern consumer culture and it plays an intrinsic part in the negotiation of self and identity through practices of dress and adornment. representations of the wardrobe can be traced throughout a print history of fashion, in articles and photo spreads that celebrate the wardrobes of aspirational figures such as film stars, aristocrats and fashion professionals, and in myriad forms of advice literature directed at readers (Turney) . recent scholarship on personal fashion blogs has pointed to the role of the autobiographical in digital fashion media. for instance, in her examination of digital selfportraiture agnès rocamora argues that the self which bloggers present on their sites is 'not a visual self only but one whose external rendering is intertwined with autobiographical details' (rocamora 2011, 410; see also Titton). This 'digital self' not only expresses the 'sartorial style of its author' but also regularly refers to information about the author's life, therefore 'personal stories are narrated supporting the practice of fashion as a technique of the self ' (rocamora 2011, 412) . likewise, Jeff horsely (2014) claims that the personal wardrobe as worn and performed by bloggers online can be described as 'fashion autobiography'. for horsley, blogs that offer 'unmediated fashion autobiography' are sites that 'act as personal style diaries of the author's fashion choices'. one example would be uKbased poppy Dinsey's site WhatiWore2oday (idem: 185).
The wardrobe, then, encompasses clothes styled, presented and worn on the body of their wearer, and it features as a focal point in a number of personal blogs. elisa goodkin's website Stylelikeu 'places subjects in their own homes, recording their wardrobe space', thereby inviting 'the individual's autobiographic narrative reflected through clothing, gesture and location' (horsley 185). The now defunct blog 'ShowMeYourWard robe' of photographer and stylist Jackie Dixon 'featured snaps of people', often fashionable professionals whom Dixon 'had persuaded into letting her enter their homes and photograph them in their favourite outfits' (ShoWstudio n.d: n.p; rocamora 2012, 103) . in these instances a certain kind of fashionable wardrobe is the focal point: a wardrobe selected for its stylish owner and contents. 4 however, representations of the fashion able wardrobe in both analogue and digital fashion media are neither simplistic reflections of a life lived through the consumption of clothes nor are they simply another spectacle of fashion itself. rather, the record ing and rendering of the personal wardrobe in these instances is strate gically employed as a narrative tool by which autobiographical acts of fashion become a type of fashion autobiography that can bestow players in the field of fashion with certain amounts of symbolic value and relative forms of capital.
faShionaBle life narraTiVeS anD The CulTural proDuCTion of faShion
The mediation of the fashionable wardrobe online is then, a mediation of a fashionable life. 5 it is a type of life narrative that bestows upon its narrator certain kinds of symbolic gain, or 'capital', in what pierre Bour dieu identifies as a 'field of cultural production' (Bourdieu 1993) , which in this instance is the 'field of fashion' (entwistle and rocamora 2006; rocamora 2002). for Bourdieu, a field is a semiautonomous site in which culture is materially and symbolically produced. it is a dynamic space that continually changes according to the struggles of various networks and/or structural relations that occur 'between social positions' of 'social agents'-these can be 'isolated individuals, groups or institutions' (Bour dieu 1993, 29) . at the same time such social networks and structural rela tions work to maintain the field.
another key aspect to the theory of 'cultural production' is that dif ferent kinds of 'capital' are in continuous operation within a field. These are economic, cultural, social and symbolic capital. Different social agents-institutions, groups and individuals-are all endowed with dif ferent forms of capital particular to their field. Symbolic capital refers to the accumulation of 'legitimate capital called "prestige" or "authority"' (idem: 75), cultural capital concerns 'a certain type of cultural accumula tion and a certain image of cultural accomplishment' or cultural knowl edge (Bourdieu [1984 (Bourdieu [ ] 2010 , whilst social capital is about one's social and professional networks. importantly, these different types of capital affect one another. one may be low in economic capital but high in cul tural capital, or symbolic, cultural and social capital may lead to 'eco nomic success' (Bourdieu 1993, 75) .
as has been recognised by a number of academics, the field of fash ion produces its own specific discourse that converges with the relative struggles of its agents and their shared meanings and values (entwistle and rocamora 2006; rocomora 2002; rocamora 2015; lyngeJorlén 2012) . it has been argued that this field also produces and circulates its own forms of 'fashion capital ' (rocamora 2002, 343) . according to Joanne entwistle and agnès rocamora, fashion capital is 'like all field related capitals, it is made up of economic, and cultural capital […] and social and symbolic capital' (entwistle and rocamora 2006, 740). The fashion press plays an integral part in how the field of fashion is both maintained and changed. its institutions and social agents include mag azines, newspapers, journalists, photographers, stylists, makeup artists and now also a range of bloggers (rocamora 2015, 244) and other social media "influencers" (harris). They are all 'involved in the definition of its norms and values', which includes 'the definition of what constitutes good, tasteful, valuable or innovative fashion' (rocamora 2015, 244). Therefore it is in this way the iTW series and other digital sites which present the fashionable wardrobe produce fashionable life narratives that participate in the cultural production of fashion. The 'fashionable life' as such is not simply a reflection of a life lived in fashion but dem onstrates how autobiography is also a form of value that is to be worked for, gained, bestowed and circulated within fields of cultural produc tion. The autobiographical and fashionable life autobiography is in this sense also 'capital'.
The faShionaBle liVeS anD CloTheS of CulTural inTerMeDiarieS in The fielD of faShion
The iTW episode featuring Vogue fashion editors Sarah harris and Bay garnett was published online in June 2014; Susie lau's video, in which Bay garnett interviewed her, was published in September 2016 as a themed 'london fashion Week essentials' special edition (British Vogue 2014; . Whilst the personal clothes collections, wardrobe space and professional profiles of these women are diverse, all three can be consid ered as 'cultural intermediaries' working in the fields of fashion and fash ion media, each involved in defining their 'norms and values ' (rocamora 2015, 244) . in accordance with Bourdieu's theory of cultural production, these figures and others who feature in Vogue's iTW YouTube series are social agents from within or closely associated with fashion and fashion media. as cultural intermediaries, these women occupy professional roles that are positioned between production and consumption (Bourdieu [1984 (Bourdieu [ ] 2010 . in doing so they often perform activities 'involving pre sentation and representation ' (idem: 201) . intermediaries are 'defined by their work as taste makers' (Smith Maguire 20) ; however, they 'can not enforce desires or purchases; rather, they create the conditions for consumers to identify their tastes in goods' (idem). in iTW the personal consumption of fashion is told through the space and contents of the per sonal wardrobe, which frames idiosyncratic narratives of a 'fashionable life'. What could otherwise be deemed superficial tales of fashion con sumption instead present fashion as not only a 'personal investment' in one's work (idem: 22), but also as a series of autobiographical acts, which occur between a personal and professional self. as cultural intermediaries harris, garnett and lau each occupy dif ferent positions with the field of fashion media. in their association with Vogue and other networks spanning more 'traditional' forms of print media and sites of 'high' fashion, harris and garnett can be placed in more established institutions of this field. lau, on the other hand, has emerged as an 'independent' style blogger and is therefore a relative 'outsider' (pham). Minhha T. pham has argued that lau's outsider sta tus is compounded by both her individual sartorial style and, in a field 'which continues to privilege white euroamerican bodies and standards of beauty', by her racial difference from them (idem: 256). nonetheless, 'veteran' fashion bloggers like lau, olivia palermo and leandra Medine of Manrepeller.com (also featured in the iTW series) are 'increasingly becoming consecrated' by the field of fashion media (rocamora 2015, 245) . as rocamora points out, the symbolic capital of bloggers such as lau has become 'arguably as valuable as that of celebrated fashion jour nalists such as Cathy horyn' (idem). The inclusion in iTW of bloggers like lau shows how relatively successful they have become. They attract attention and praise in traditional print media as well on iTW's digital platform.
in iTW, harris, garnett and lau's narratives of fashionable life are told through consumer practices of the purchasing, owning, wearing and keeping of garments in the space of their wardrobes. in her ethnographi cal study of women, clothes and their wardrobes, Sophie Woodward employs anthony giddens' concept of 'selfidentity', which is defined as 'the self as reflexively understood by the person in terms of her or his biography' (giddens cited in Woodward 51). for Woodward, activities such as 'the wardrobe sort out' are an 'occasion on which women can also work through their biographies […] the act of sorting out former selves through clothing is also part of […the] process of engaging with self identity' (idem). in this way the wardrobe forms part of a selfreflexive biographical project, albeit one that challenges aspects of giddens: the past is not necessarily 'terminated', as giddens argues, but can be reac tivated and 'made present through clothing' (Woodward 52, 56) . in the selection and detailing of particular items from within their own per sonal wardrobes, harris, garnett and Bubble 'sort out' their wardrobes for a digital platform and an online audience, engaging in a 'selfreflexive biographical project'. however, this project also concerns the 'harmony between personal tastes and professional function and position' (Smith Maguire 22) ; personal investments are made by the cultural intermediary in both their sense of selfidentity and then that of the capitalist market.
in detailing particular objects from their personal wardrobes, har ris, garnett and lau demonstrate how material culture can be employed as a narrative tool. as Mary Douglas and Baron isherwood point out, all 'material possessions carry social meanings' and are used as 'communica tors' which 'also make and maintain social relationships ' (38-39) . With regard to the number of commodities originating from the realms of luxury designerlabel fashion highlighted in the iTW series, these can be understood as status symbols: their 'characteristics also mark rank' in their ownership (idem: 85). harris picks out some of her favourite shoes by labels louis Vuitton, gianvito rossi and Manolo Blahnik, and a pair of 'new sea son Celine' trousers yet to be worn (British Vogue 2014, n.p). garnett pulls out a Marc Jacobs Victoriana style jacket from what she calls her 'posh' cupboard. laughingly garnett describes how she loves this jacket: 'it's now, it's very now' although 'it's the kind of jacket that could actually lead to a divorce because it's sooo [sic] expensive' (idem). at the end of her iTW epi sode lau is shown modeling potential 'Daytime' and 'nighttime' looks for london fashion Week. The former is a Vetements floral dress, described by lau as 'deranged granny', worn with 'grannyish glasses' by label per sol (British Vogue 2016, n.p). The latter is a pale pink tulle embroidered dress by designer Simone roche accessorized with 'delicate gold' Miu Miu glasses (British Vogue 2016, n.p). The relative exclusiveness of these goods, in terms of access, price and knowledge of high fashion, suggests that they have been selected and presented for gain within the field of fashion, par ticularly if we look at the purchasing, owning and wearing of such com modities as an investment in one's 'fashion capital' within the field. and yet the commodities of fashion, like all material goods, are them selves a 'nonverbal medium for the human creativity faculty' (Douglas and isherwood 41). Selecting from their personal wardrobes, harris, garnett and lau participate in a highly mediated and glossy account of themselves. But there is more at stake here than mere celebration of the self and fashion. as anna poletti and Julie rak point out in the analysis of identity formation online, ' We can ask what the "products" of identity are and whether they are part of late capitalist circulations of goods, and we can find out who produces and who consumes certain kinds of identities' (10; see also Smith and Watson 2014) . in harris, garnett and lau's iTW videos material goods are both products of and productive in the for mation of personal identities and, simultaneously, professional positions within the field of fashion. in this way fashion as a narrative tool pres ents a 'harmony between the personal and professional' (Smith Maguire 22) . The circulation of goods and 'reproduction of consumer economies' within late capitalist society in part 'rests on the personal, affective invest ments of its promoters' (idem: 23). and while this may be consciously or unconsciously strategic, it is also no less a 'sincere disposition' in the sense that in order to reach some level of relative success cultural intermediar ies often 'inhabit' their 'occupations and embody their intended markets' (idem: 22-23).
faShionaBle WarDroBe SpaCe perSonifieD Space has been considered as part of the consumption, circulation and communication of commodities and material goods. as Douglass and isherwood argue, 'harnessed to the cultural process, [spatial] divisions are heavy with meaning: housing, size, the side of the street, distance from other centers, special limits, all shore up conceptual categories' (44). additionally in histories of modernity, fashion and its interior space has been read as forming a significant part of the production of selfiden tity (see fisher et al.; . The iTW videos largely take place in 'private' domestic spaces such as the interviewees' apartments, houses and bedrooms. for Cwerner, the wardrobe 'is also an object of consump tion itself, as [a] part of modern home furniture […] Wardrobes not only house fashion, but they are also objects of taste and fashion in the house' (81). as with the material objects of high luxury fashion selected from iTW interviewees' personal wardrobes, the personal wardrobe space itself is a matter of meaning, value, capital and fashion.
in the iTW episode featuring harris and garnett, the viewer is pre sented with two different styles of wardrobe space. harris' wardrobe is a speciallybuilt walkin. as she explains, 'We built the house about three years ago and the only kind of element of the house that i was really concerned with was the wardrobe' (British Vogue 2014, n.p). She 'really wanted the wardrobe to feel a bit like a jewellery box, um [sic] , in the middle of the bedroom' (idem). Cupboards, drawers and shelves were designed to exacting specifications. glamorous and custombuilt, harris' personal wardrobe appears organised and immaculate. garnett's ward robe appears to be the opposite. Described by garnett as unorganised, 'in a way it's a bit like a thrift store, kind of everythings [sic] is everywhere, but it kind of makes sense to me' (British Vogue 2014 n.p). She shows the camera to two main cupboards in her bedroom which comprise her own personal wardrobe space, one of which she labels her 'posh' cupboard. in the later Susie Bubble iTW episode, garnett greets lau's walkin ward robe with the exclamation: 'o wow. i'm really envious of your walkin wardrobe, i'd love to have a walkinwardrobe' (British Vogue 2016, n.p). although modest in size and scale compared to harris's wardrobe and the wardrobes of some of the other figures who have featured in the iTW series, it nonetheless remains comparatively impressive in terms of how lau's recognisably colourful and 'popy' personal style emanates from within what is otherwise a basic rectangular space just large enough to accommodate interviewer, interviewee and a camera. her personal style spills out into the rest of her home in the way that numerous fashion accessories, bags, shoes and hats, appear on walls, doors and shelves, part excess storage and part décor.
The personal wardrobe space of harris, garnett and lau each forms part of their own 'fashionable persona' in that the mediation of the per sonal wardrobe space online is 'embedded in established fashion nar ratives and […] based on references to the self and selfrepresentation' (Titton 203) . in her study of fashion bloggers Monica Titton outlines her concept of the 'fashionable persona' as 'a dynamic process of self creation' which constitutes 'a gradual blurring of the distinction between bloggers' factual, lived, and experienced biographies and their enact ment and appropriation of fashion narratives' (idem 209). for Titton, a 'fashionable persona' 'unfolds in a narrative practice-in the form of the production of fashion texts based on their personal experience-and in bodily practices-in the form of enactment and incorporation of a certain "grammar" of corporeal postures and behaviour' (idem). Thus a 'distinct character, or persona is formed' (idem, emphasis in original). The mate rial contents and space of these fashionable wardrobes indeed contrib ute to the character, and professional personae, of harris, garnett and lau. as British Vogue fashion editor, harris has a highly ordered and uni form wardrobe and collection of stylish and expensive fashion 'staples'. garnett's wardrobe, with an eclectic mix of luxury fashion and thrift shops buys seemingly unordered and mixed together, reflects her job as a fashion stylist. 6 lau's walkinwardrobe has its own online media pres ence and celebrity, working in conjunction with lau's role as a 'personal fashion blogger' (for example see rose; lau; forster).
Digital media has 'diversified the ways in which people present them selves to others' and has reshaped social practices of selfpresentation and representation . Titton argues that fashion bloggers 'constantly actualize and reinform their presentation of self and engage in the construction of a particular form of mediatized selfnarration' which is their 'fashionable persona' (idem: 210). The iTW YouTube series points to how within the field of fashion a range of social agents and cul tural intermediaries are utilising digital media and how this contributes to the construction and circulation of their 'fashionable persona'. Whilst the 'sartorial biography' (Cwerner 81) of the wardrobe provides the self with sets of narrative tools concerning our relationship with dress, body and material space, in these instances of digital media the fashionable wardrobe space is space personified.
This form of selfpromotion promotes fashion and viceversa. it is both a product of and producer of life narratives, in particular that of the fash ionable life. here fashion is performed as a series of autobiographical acts. however, these acts traverse the autobiographical and autobio graphy in that the personal and professional narratives of a fashionable life are, in conjunction with British Vogue, authored by these women, they are pub licised and 'fixed in a medium that can outlast its mundanity' (Schmitt 479) . in this medium, that is in this instance the YouTube video, the self of the cultural intermediary is 'embodied beyond its own body, beyond its own social circle […] perceivable by someone else who doesn't belong to this circle' (idem). Viewed and consumed by an online audience, the personal wardrobes and fashionable lives of harris, garnett and lau are autobiographical forms made into fashion autobiography that circulates across networks of culture and consumption.
auDienCeS of The faShionaBle WarDroBe anD faShionaBle liVeS
The ways in which a range of cultural intermediaries from the field of fashion, each with varying levels of fieldrelated capital, perform their fashionable wardrobes, and therefore articulate a fashionable life auto biography, throughout the iTW series is, as previously noted, not alien to a history of fashion media. in her discussion of fashion print media and the representation of intermediaries within fashion features and editorial photospreads, Sylvie richouxBérard argues that 'Journalists, models, artistic directors and photographers become objects of imitation in their own right' (176). This type of representation continues to take place across fashion media. But the ways in which the personal wardrobe is enacted, embodied and performed online invites one to question how the practices of fashion editors, journalists, stylists, and other figures associ ated with hierarchies of fashion media have altered for and with digital media. arguably it would appear that within the participatory nature of digital culture (Jenkins et al.) , values more readily associated with the work and persona of the fashion blogger, such as a sense of 'individual ity', 'intimacy', and 'authenticity' (rocamora 2018), are increasingly the values that contribute to the consecration and legitimation of numerous other intermediaries within a networked field of fashion. in his classic discussion of intimacy and space, gaston Bachelard describes how wardrobes are 'veritable organs of the secret psychological life' and how without these objects 'our intimate life would lack a model of intimacy' (78). as 'hybrid objects, subject objects' they are 'like us, through us and for us [and therefore] have a quality of intimacy' (idem). Yet it would appear for Bachelard in order for a wardrobe's inner space to become an 'intimate space', it must be a space 'that is not open to just anybody' (idem, emphasis in original).
in the iTW YouTube series and other examples of digital fashion media, the personal wardrobe and personal wardrobe space form part of a public presentation of self in digital spaces that, theoretically, are open to anybody. The experience of intimacy with this object and its contents becomes an experience of intimacy between the self and an online audience (findlay). in the case of iTW the symbiotic relationship between 'personal tastes and professional function and position' (Smith Maguire 22 ) is part of that intimacy.
in this sense the ways in which participants do fashion in the iTW YouTube series concerns both viewer imitation but also viewer participa tion. if one considers the number of audience views, likes/dislikes, and hyperlinks a YouTube video attracts, alongside the types of comments and replies embedded below it on the host webpage, they all accumulate to bestow, or not, certain kinds of validation on both the product and the producers involved. harris and garnett's 2014 episode had a recorded 515,169 views, whilst lau's 2016 episode recorded 200,774 views (British Vogue 2017). The comments made by some viewers show that visits to these videos remain ongoing and span from the time of publication to a more recent period of time, suggesting that there is a continual and active digi tal audience. in comments made by viewers, the word 'style' rather than 'fashion' is more often employed throughout largely celebratory endorsements of featured interviewees and their associated personal wardrobes. indeed 'style' rather than 'fashion' or being 'fashionable' appears to form a core value for these viewers as they freely associate it with ideals such as indi vidualism, identity, 'truth' and 'authenticity' throughout their posted comments. for instance, in response to the harris and garnett episode 'reit Tait 2' writes:
These women are so inspiring. Both equally as fantastic. The thing about style that they both prove is you can't buy it. You can wear all the latest designer pieces but if you don't have style you just look like a dick lol.
(British Vogue 2014, n.p).
another viewer, 'lapetitenellie', comments: "They're both so fabulous in their own way. Just goes to show STYle is all about being comfort able with yourself" (idem). posts on lau's iTW episode suggest an even greater investment in the idea of her personal 'style'. for example, 'emily furr' writes that lau is:
just so honest and unapologetic, i really admire her as a female icon for our generation! i love her unique style and her passion for individuality, she's so set on expressing herself and not being a sheep in the pack. She makes me smile. (British Vogue 2016, n.p) here, 'style' also acts as a byword for individual 'integrity' within the field of fashion. for instance 'nirrini' comments that:
She has a whole different style compared to fashion bloggers today who wear everything trendy and follow each other etc. i love that fact that she is honest about her style and her nononsense approach is very charming. also her hair is that of perfection. (British Vogue 2016, n.p) according to Susan Kaiser, 'style' can be understood as 'a process or act of managing appearance in everyday life ' (80) . in her conceptual framework, referred to as 'minding appearances', style also concerns 'truth' and 'subjectivity', and draws attention to 'the continual interplay between an individual and his/her various identities and communities in such a way that combines style, truth and subjectivity' (idem). Therefore 'appearance style becomes a working model or a tentative truth claim about identity (i.e. who i am, who i am not, who i may be becoming)' (idem). in this sense 'style', as opposed to fashion, contributes not just to the values and beliefs that circulate within the wider field of fashion but also to the value of an individual identity and the individual life narrative. in digital fashion media, the personal wardrobe space is part of 'minding appearances' in that it is both projected and viewed as a 'truth claim' con cerning one's personal 'style'; it is the material space of fashion in which 'processes in everyday life, individual and collective actions become inter twined' (idem). as one viewer, 'Clawdia & the Tartarus', comments on the harris and garnett iTW episode: 'fascinating how you see the way they are in life manifested and symbolized through their clothing' (British Vogue 2014, n.p). The personal style of cultural intermediaries from within the field of fashion has symbolic value that forms part of their 'fashion capital' which is continually assessed, evaluated and legitimated, or not, by other players, social agents and institutions within that field. Due to the nature of the personal investment required, 'minding appearance', in terms of 'style', 'truth' and 'subjectivity', forms another part of one's potential and actual ized capital, whether symbolic, cultural or economic. in the participatory space of digital media, the members of a relatively open audience also proffer other forms of value, which nonetheless contribute to the afore mentioned capital/s of said fashion intermediary. according to Kaiser the 'truth claim' of 'minding appearance' is continually being assessed. Moreover, 'individuals compare ongoing imaginations and evaluations of various communities' to their appearance styles. They also come to know themselves as they think with appearance' (Kaiser 90) .
in the iTW episodes the personal wardrobe and personal wardrobe space contribute to the evaluation of these intermediaries' personal style as well as acting as an assessment of their individual 'truth' and 'subjectiv ity'. Yet, as Kaiser points out, this evaluation and assessment takes place individually and in a community; our understanding of style, truth and subjectivity is in a continual dialogue. in a number of comments posted on the iTW YouTube video series, viewers openly reflect upon their own 'style' in comparison to those persons, clothes and wardrobe spaces fea tured. in response to the harris and garnett episode, 'Because amy Says' writes: 'love, love, love this video edit. Very fun and interesting. Sarah and i are two peas in a pod style wise, so very intrigued to see the home base of her style' (British Vogue 2014, n.p).
histories of how personal style is utilized as a narrative tool in the rendering of a fashionable life are evident within a variety of print cul tures concerning fashion (McDowell 2017) . in this way the simple, or even complex autobiographical acts associated with fashion, style and dress, become an autobiography, as 'to be regarded as an autobiography, the putative autobiographer must become an author by turning her self narrative into a public statement and, above all, must succeed in draw ing the public's interest' (Schmitt 482) . Digital media have, however, altered the terms on which fashionable life narratives are produced and consumed as fashion autobiographies, as they are performed, evaluated and assessed in continual and growing dialogue between individuals and various communities 'in' and 'outside' the field of fashion, both off and online.
ConCluSion
The modern study of auto/biography continues to expand its interest in questioning the relationship between the 'self' as it is lived and the 'self' whose lived experiences are recorded in various media, both print and digital. Whether written, recorded or performed, narrative or non narrative, by either that same 'self' or by another, what remains key to exploring these elements in life writing scholarship is asking how the tell ing of one's life tells one (or another) of one's self (Mcneill and Zuern vii) . in paying close attention to the mediation of the fashionable ward robe online this article has pointed to the ways in which autobiographical acts associated with the personal wardrobe and personal wardrobe space can form a fashion autobiography. This type of autobiography, the 'fash ionable life' as i have termed it here, participates in the cultural produc tion of fashion and the accumulation and circulation of capital relative and relevant to the field of fashion media.
furthermore the narrative of a 'fashionable life', as proffered by 'iTW' and other instances of digital fashion media, suggests to its viewers and consumers ways in which autobiographical acts and practices of the self concerning fashion, style and identity may be utilised in the fashioning of oneself. This can prove to be both advantageous and disadvantageous if one considers that in the narrative of a 'fashionable life', in order to achieve 'style', and therefore 'truth' and 'subjectivity' (Kaiser) in the eyes of oneself and others, whether one is located 'in' or 'outside' the immedi ate of field of fashion, one is compelled to consume fashion and it is in the consumption of fashion as such which one validates one's own fashioned life, whether fashionable or not.
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5 Many forms of fashion media participate in both the mediation and the mediatization of personal wardrobe space. Whereby mediation describes the way that media act as 'convey ors of meaning', effecting 'the transmission and circulation of messages' typically through image and text (rocamora 2016, 507-508) , 'mediatization' refers to media's "transformative power" (idem, emphasis in original; see also Jansson) . in the field of fashion mediatiza tion questions not just how fashion is communicated through media, but also processes of 'doing fashion through the media ' (rocamora 2016, 509) . in the case of the personal wardrobe and personal wardrobe space, one can begin to hypothesise how identity, self representation and narrative practices participate in processes of mediatization. 6 for further discussion of the relationship between fashion and 'thrift' in the history and practice of styling and stylists see lyngeJorlén, Mcrobbie and lifter.
